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QUESTION: 162 
In a SPML exchange, which of the following BEST describes the three primary 
roles? 

A. The Provisioning Service Target (PST) entity  makes the provisioning 
request, the Provisioning Service  Provider (PSP) responds to the PST 
requests, and the Provisioning Service Target (PST) performs the provisioning. 
B. The Provisioning Service Provider (PSP) entity makes the provisioning 
request, the Provisioning Service Target (PST) responds to the PSP requests, 
and the Provisioning Service Provider (PSP) performs the provisioning. 
C. The Request Authority (RA) entity makes the provisioning request, the 
Provisioning Service Target (PST) responds to the RA requests,  and the 
Provisioning Service Provider (PSP)  performs  the provisioning. 
D. The Request Authority (RA) entity makes the provisioning request, the 
Provisioning Service Provider (PSP) responds to the RA requests, and the 
Provisioning Service Target (PST) performs the provisioning. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 163 
A trust relationship has been established between two organizations with web 
based services. One organization is acting as the Requesting Authority (RA) and 
the other acts as the Provisioning Service Provider (PSP). Which of the 
following is correct about the trust relationship? 

A. The trust relationship uses SAML in the SOAP  header. The SOAP body 
transports the SPML requests / responses. 
B. The trust relationship uses XACML in the SAML header. The SAML body 
transports the SOAP requests / responses. 
C. The trust relationship uses SPML in the SOAP header. The SOAP body 
transports  the SAML requests / responses. 
D. The trust relationship uses SPML in the SAML header. The SAML body 
transports the SPML requests / responses. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 164 
A Security Administrator has some concerns about the confidentiality of data 
when using SOAP. Which of the following BEST describes the Security 
Administrator’s concerns? 



 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

A. The SOAP header is not encrypted and allows intermediaries to view the 
header data. The body can be partially or completely encrypted. 
B. The SOAP protocol supports weak hashing of header information. As a result 
the header and body can easily be deciphered by brute force tools. 
C. The SOAP protocol can be easily tampered with, even though the header is 
encrypted. 
D. The SOAP protocol does not support body or header encryption which 
allows assertions to be viewed in clear text by intermediaries. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 165 

Which of the following protocols only facilitates access control? 


A. XACML 
B. Kerberos 
C. SPML 
D. SAML 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 166 
Company ABC will test connecting networks with Company XYZ as part of 
their upcoming merger and are both concerned with minimizing security 
exposures to each others network throughout the test. Which of the following is 
the FIRST thing both sides should do prior  to connecting the networks? 

A. Create a DMZ to isolate the two companies and provide a security 
inspection point for all intercompany network traffic. 
B. Determine the necessary data flows between the two companies. 
C. Implement a firewall that restricts everything except the IPSec VPN traffic 
connecting the two companies. 
D. Implement inline NIPS on the connection points between the two companies. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 167 
-- Exhibit – 



 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

-- Exhibit -- 
Company management has indicated that instant messengers (IM) add to 
employee productivity. Management would like to implement an IM solution, 
but does not have a budget for the project. The security engineer creates a 
feature matrix to help decide the most secure product. Click on the Exhibit 
button. Which of the following would the security engineer MOST likely 
recommend based on the table? 

A. Product A 
B. Product B 
C. Product C 
D. Product D 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 168 
An administrator attempts to install the package "named.9.3.6-12-x86_64.rpm" 
on a server. Even though the package was downloaded from the official 
repository, the server states the package cannot be installed because no GPG 
key is found. Which of the following should the administrator perform to allow 
the program to be installed? 

A. Download the file from the program publisher's website.  
B. Generate RSA and DSA keys using GPG. 
C. Import the repository's public key.  
D. Run sha1sum and verify the hash. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 169 
Two storage  administrators  are  discussing  which  SAN configurations  will 
offer  the MOST confidentiality. Which of the following configurations would 
the administrators use? (Select TWO). 



 
 

 
 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

A. Deduplication 
B. Zoning 
C. Snapshots 
D. Multipathing 
E. LUN masking 

Answer: B, E 

QUESTION: 170 
When generating a new key pair, a security application asks the user to move 
the mouse and type random characters on the keyboard. Which of the following 
BEST describes why this is necessary? 

A. The user needs a non-repudiation data source in order for the application to 
generate the key pair. 
B. The user is providing entropy so the application can use random data to 
create the key pair. 
C. The user is providing a diffusion point to the application to aid in creating the 
key pair. 
D. The application is requesting perfect forward secrecy from the user in order 
to create the key pair. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 171 
Company XYZ has experienced a breach and has requested an internal 
investigation be conducted by the IT Department. Which of the following 
represents the correct order of the investigation process? 

A. Collection, Identification, Preservation, Examination, Analysis, Presentation. 
B. Identification, Preservation, Collection, Examination, Analysis, Presentation. 
C. Collection, Preservation, Examination, Identification, Analysis, Presentation. 
D. Identification, Examination, Preservation, Collection, Analysis, Presentation. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 172 
A medium-sized company has recently launched an online product catalog. It 
has decided to keep the credit card purchasing in-house as a secondary potential 
income stream has been identified in relation to sales leads. The company has 



  

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
  

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

decided to undertake a  PCI assessment in order to determine  the amount  of 
effort  required  to meet  the business  objectives. Which  compliance category 
would this task be part of? 

A. Government regulation 
B. Industry standard 
C. Company guideline  
D. Company policy 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 173 
Company XYZ recently acquired a manufacturing plant from Company ABC 
which uses a different manufacturing ICS platform. Company XYZ has strict 
ICS security regulations while Company ABC does not. Which of the following 
approaches would the network security administrator for Company XYZ MOST 
likely proceed with to integrate the new manufacturing plant? 

A. Conduct a network vulnerability assessment  of acquired plant ICS platform 
and correct all identified flaws during integration. 
B. Convert the acquired plant ICS platform to the Company XYZ standard ICS 
platform solely to eliminate potential regulatory conflicts. 
C. Conduct a risk assessment of the acquired plant ICS platform and implement 
any necessary or required controls during integration. 
D. Require Company ABC to bring their ICS platform into regulatory 
compliance prior to integrating the new plant into Company XYZ’s network. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 174 
An Association is preparing to upgrade their firewalls at five locations around 
the United States. Each of the three vendor’s RFP responses is in-line with the 
security and other requirements. 
Which of the following should the security administrator do  to ensure the 
firewall platform is appropriate for the Association? 

A. Correlate current industry research with the RFP responses to ensure validity. 
B. Create a lab environment to evaluate each of the three firewall platforms. 
C. Benchmark each firewall platform’s capabilities and experiences with similar 
sized companies.  



 
 

D. Develop criteria and rate each firewall platform based on information in the 
RFP responses. 

Answer: B 
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